Simultaneous achievement of an ultrashort length and a high extinction ratio polarization splitter based on the dual-core photonic crystal fiber with Ge20Sb15Se65 glass.
A polarization splitter based on dual-core photonic crystal fiber with ${{\rm Ge}_{20}}{{\rm Sb}_{15}}{{\rm Se}_{65}}$ glass is proposed to realize ultrashort length and high extinction ratio simultaneously at the common wavelength of 1.55 µm. The characteristics of the polarization splitter have been investigated by the finite element method. By tailoring the structure parameters on the performance of the splitter, the optimized parameters are obtained to analyze the birefringence, the coupling length, the normalized power transfer, and the extinction ratio. A comparison with other designs demonstrates the advantages of our polarization splitter, which can find potential applications in optical communication systems, optical fiber sensing, etc.